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2) 0AM A ma THE MISSION OF LORD KITCH EN ER. ENERGETIC AM ERICAN NOTE ADDRESSED TO ENGLAND. 

E co NTENT S: _ | WOULD APPEAR THAT THE VISIT OF GENERAL JOFFRE TO ENGLAND | WASHINGTON GOVERNMENT DENIES THE RIGHT OF ENGLAND TO SEIZE 
=. Zeppelin over Sofia’. . . .pagel = HAD EFFECT OF ROUSING MINISTRY TO SERIOUSNESS CARGOES DESTINED FOR NEUTRAL LANDS. BLOCKADE OF HARBORS _ Kitchener, England’s Last Hope ,, 1 | OF SITUATION VITAL QUESTION OF EGYPT OF NON COMBATANTS NOT ADMITTED. UNITED-STATES DECIDE TO 

_ Anti-Dynastic Signs in Greece ,, 1 _ : STAND AS CHAMPION AGAINST INJUSTICES BY WARRING POWERS. Rich Booty made in Seria. , 1 AS LAST HOPE. London, Nov. 8. The newspapers have | national law for the blockade of neutral 
_ To clear Petersburg. . . . 4 1 © as = been allowed to obtain a summary of the | harbors, on the contrary it is strictly for- 
— General sent fo Prison. . . ,, 1 E ONCE MORE ENGLAND’S “ONLY ee, en THE latest American Note to England, and from | bidden. Further that the Prize Court inflicts 
— Explosion in Bucharest. . . ,, 1 © RESCUE WHEN GREAT BRITAIN HAS LOUNDERE T HE that it is found that the American Govern- | severe loss upon the Amcrican merchants 
— Union Between Central Powers , 1 © GREATEST DIFFICULTIES. NORTHCLIFFE TRI JMPHANT. meut_speaks inno undecided terms. In the | and does not. give sufficient compensation, 
Bi Prrergetic Note to Bogtande 1 8 | | adon, Nov. 9. Once again, as a last | who has just come ie from a trip there— | first place it disclaims the rights assumed | The American Government holds that the 
= sat oi = 1 Sore ? * . . : 2 America is Roused 2 ee ey Ie = | hope, as was the case in 1901, Kitchener has | is so wonderful as to be almost incredible. by England to detain American ships or | relations between the two countries is not 
S William McBride, Murderer!. ,, 2 = | been called in to rescue England from a| The same American mewspaper man said cargoes intended for neutral lands, upon the one of opportunism and chance but must be 
a Great Battle of Loos . . . - _ | position which verges upon the hopeless. | that much capital hadibeen made out of the | Suspicion that they contain contraband. The maintained upon fast and set rules of 
= War on Enemy Words ys _ | The sudden departure of the Minister of War | fact that the Germans had called out men | Note puts in doubt the effectiveness of the International Rights. 
_ Blood Traffickers’. - - = + on # — | announced as “at the special request of his | who were called “dauérnd untauglich”, but blockade against Germany and points to the z The United States ends by declaring that 

= piveriscments 2 ay _ | colleagues in the Cabinet”, has come as a | that was merely figurative nomenclature. fact that the Germans are carrying on trade it intends to stand as the champion of the 
UNAM bolt from the blue to the British public, | A very large percentage of that class were with Scandinavian harbors. rights of the Neutral Nations and to protect 

which, when it took up its daily newspaper | men who had not been called out in their | The Washington Government proceeds to | them against illegal measures on the part 
LATEST N EWS. yesterday morning, read with amazement that | military years, for One or another good show that there is no precedent in inter- | the belligerents. 

SHORT ITEMS OF INTEREST | Kitchener, the one man upon whom the | reason, sometimes because there were | 
=FROM VARIOUS SOURCES entire hopes and faith of the country in this | already more troops than were wanted | THE UNION BETWEEN ANTI-DYNASTIC SIGNS 
E ee , war are pinned, had left the War Office and | others because of some slight defect. THE CENTRAL POWERS. IN CRETE AND CORFU 

Railroad Opened. : : 2 was already on his way to accomplish an The first class now made excellent recruits. Gount Julius Andrassy Corrects False Athens, Nov. 9. According to telegrams 
Sofia, Nov. 9, The train service Pirot-Sofia | jmportant mission, where and how the public | Thesecond were called out to take the place | jmpressions That may Exist as Regards just received here suneiee iG be Goa 

has been re-opened and traffic was ‘resumed left t . of more able bodied men, to serve as atten- the Good Understanding Between : PREIS in anti: 
WAS 16th 10. BH es. : acdausive ens dynastic movement brewing, having its 

yesterday. Public Guessing dants in ambulances, as drivers for convoy Germany. erry: : g iS 
Small Cruiser Sunk, pete raat To th ; ea ‘ And thus th li Vienna, Nov. 9. Just at this moment when centres in Crete and Corfu. The agitation 

The admiralty announces that the small cruiser And, the public is guessing! To those | service etc. etc. elt, And thus the calling ; - ke | in Crete has been going on for some time 
iit i ink k best, the recent visit | out of those men had been an enormous | foreign newspapers are trying to make oes Udine, built in 1902, 2,700 tons, has been | who think they now best, \ t é , a capital out of a supposed coolriess or difference | past and is built up on the differences of 

torpedoed, two missiles striking her. of General Joffre is closely connected with relief and had given the active army mighty of political opinions between Germany and | Opinion between the King and the ex- 
| the abrupt and unexpected departure of the reinforcements of able bodied trained Bien; Austro-Hungary, Count Julius Andrassy comes | Premier. In Corfu the mob invaded the 

Do not throw away your Continental English Minister of War. And, at the same who had — been occupied in work out with a very timely. statement published | grounds of the German Emperor's Palace, 

Times after reading it, but send it to | moment there is published by the Press Bureau which men less physitally endowed could in the columns of the Neue Freie Presse, | the Achilleion, and did considerable damage 

a friend either at home or abroad. a communication to the effect that, it = easily perform. Bt Count Andrasay not ofily. bears testimony to: | (0 ihe building fell. Owing to the ine: 

ee been decided to renew the pease ie the absolute solidity of the union existing | ference of some of the leading men of the 
Allies in Salonica. offensive at an early moment. Some dou THE BARALONG between the two Empires, but he goes district the work of devastation was dis- 

Athens, Nov. 9. The Oreeke have agreed to | the wisdom of announcing beforehand to the MURDERERS. further and considers that the same should | continued. 
allow the Allies to build a landing stage and | enemy that such an important movement is : : set | be still further developed, in the political ee 
to make a new road to the railroad station, the being prepared. But the ways of the Censor | Incredibly Horriblé Details of Most - = that ke ks a Gos ek ZEPPELIN IN SOFIA. 

old one being well nigh impassable. in this country are inscrutable and totally | CowardlyConduct ofCaptain William me Sic ak cov gat tc sanlocds Sofia, Nov. 9. For the first time the town 

General Goes to Prison. beyond understanding. Matters of insigni- | McBride as Regérds Defenceless = = ie ace Rit Geass alten tidneto ihe of Sofia has received the visit of a Zeppelin. 

ee ee 1 Ocverel Cregarlew who | ficance are jealously concealed and important | Submarine Gree -cotrmed. pistes solidification of the union since the In clear and sunny weather, such as we so 
made a feeble defence of the fort of Grodno events, such as the coming Anglo-Franco | English Commander incites Marines commencement of the war and owing to often enjoy here, yesterday at 10 am. a 
has been condemned by Court Martial to fifteen | offensive are cried out aloud by a press agency. to Fire Then Seéks to Conceal the two Empires having fought together for | Zeppelin came sailing along under the most 

= months close arrest. ! The Two Reads, -_— His ae singin see a2. + perfect control and made an easy landing 
x : their mutual’ interests. His Excellency thinks} * : 

poe ue ; Well guarded is the secret was of the = fee : Union should be developed in | i the grounds. Out of the gondola stepped 
een ys he tenor cepts ie departure of Kitchener, is likewise his desti- The most cowardly and disgraceful action | that the Union shou P | the Duke of Mecklenburg. As was to be 

Kraljevo were of the latest Creuzot pattern, ations Wa evident is all here that his jour- of the Captain William McBride of His commercial relations and upon measures o imagined, a latye arowd tad yatiea ae 

having been delivered by that firm in the spring ney can take but one of two roads, the one | Majesty’s Ship Baralong is fully confirmed | offense and defense. It would he says be} Vo oe Zeppetin 4 tae 
of the present year. ek leads to Flanders, or the other that by a detailed interview) published in the New | best for the Union that it —— “ Balkans aud “amongst thoes. whe “wae 

? *, . . . 
Veniselos Tired. : would bring him back to his old position York World with the oe who were cognised, that in any future war the “ present fo greet the occupants of the airship 

Athens, Nov.9. M. Veniselos has decided that in Chief of the British forces | aboard the Nicosian, the ship attacked by | countries will surely stand together, an wera the. Pranic (Mo Redodawon anion 
he will support the Skouludis Cabinet, He says ) a8 Commander in Citiet 0 the G ubmarine. Full details were | that in peace the two nations will assist 3 
he is tired of politics and has asked his friends | in Egypt. It might be either, but general 1 re r a der will "lp each “cle ta. exety large number of officers and Members of 

not to vote for him at the coming elections. | opinion; ever since Lord Cromer rang the | given at the time of the murders, in ihe } one anotler Win inne inn That. they | te Chamber. There was Minister Michealis 
ee Tocsin in the House of Lords concerning Continental Times, in all their ruffianly and | manner to rise ~ . og — ; 2 and the Military Attaché von Massow, alll 

France has America Note. he vital danger to Great Britain of an in- | wanton brutality. It is now fully shown | should also be united in the suppor the iienbem “of the Germen tagalog ak 

Amsterdam, Nov. 8. The Associated Press | the vila f ee t; is, that Egypt is the desti that, at the direct command of Captain | strengthening of the two Dynasties. the Turkish Minister Fethi Bey 
ces from Washington that the note sent | vasion of Egypt; 1s, . “its - : : : . 

to England was simultaneously communicated | nation of the Minister of War, and that the William pipe». es aniga we .. A little while before the Zeppelin arrived, 
x to the French Embassy in Washington. suggestion of his going to the Balkans, which joyed at the ee is! ., . one . ‘ ie LITTLE LEFT OF SERVIA. two Court automobiles drove up and out of 

Explosion in Bucharest. has been ostentatiously given out, is a mere ee ele ee peng Hopeless condition of King Peters' Troops | the first stepped King Ferdinand ‘and his 
; iid could perpetrate, himself ordered the six Big Booty at Kragujevatz Krilievo and | Court Marshal, General Sawow, and in the 

Bucharest, Nov. 9. A packet being taken by | blind. helpless men, including the Captain of the | Krusevac. Allies Have Suffered two Severe u Seas B 
a messenger to Professor Janculescu fell from In any case all here accept the departure s ; ie be aicliieke I fe blesa Satenuk second were the principal members of the 

. the hands of its carrier and a terrific explosion | of Lord Kitchener as evidence that there is sul TASS w e a | in “a 3 i, ks “pecans Ane oa wid ea suite. The King was in the best of spirits 

resulted, The messenger was very badly | going to be an attempt made to make a they being in a condition of perfect defence- Oe a ian oie oe wate well he may be in view of the good 

wounded, This is the second attempt made to | move towards bringing the war to an end, lessness, The unfortunate and heroic Captain oie Oe erie as = news from the seat of war; and His 

send an infernal machine to the Professor. an idea which is father to the universal wish of the submarine was - ae: sa coe ee 1 eed Majesty whilst waiting entered into lively 

Fo eran: iia euepetie sete souls: be ten. And Be ne tee a t hit hin agi on - me | the realm of Servia exists no more, all the | Conversation with the Premier, the Minister 
Stocktiolm, Nov.9. The population of Peters- | heart breaking delays and waiting, of which | he fist stot Ait him im fhe mouth, the | coal towns are in the hands of the | of War and the German Military Attaché. 

burg having increased of late by the addition all at the front are so tired, shall be brought second in the throat. : Cad Gd coy Monat, Pani toi The Zeppelin came along at a height of 

of about three quarters of a million of fugitives, to an end. Shameful Incidents. Metrowltan: ste still held’ by the. Servians, 300 metres, beflagged with the German and 

the authorities have decided to clear the intruders Misinformed Public. All those shameful incidents are sworn to whilst the shattered and battered remains of | Bulgarian colors and rousing cheers greeted 
out. They are to be taken in masses and | 1. this country where the people are so | by the Americans who were aboard the : : d up in the south | the airship as, before landing, it made a tour 
transfered to Central Russia where there is need : Nisoai ad taken off that ship on to | {eit army are cornered up : 

deal with the field work accustomed to the one man rule, Kitchener | Nicosian and were taken P Giesterac end: of Macedonia: of Sofia and after half an hour returned to 
of hands to deal wi e fie! . in the public mind is the man who, in the the Baralong. They are Mr. James G. Curran, Twice the Allies)’ who keen 60-dleenibar the Aviation Park. The landing was made 

Reported Kitchener Retires. military line, can overcome all difficulties. | of Chicago ; Edward Clark, of Detroit, bing” duiatiies at iroope “about “Salouics with mathematical precision right in front of 
London, Nov. 8. Persistent reports = that The somewhat naive idea exists that because | Michigan; Charles D. Hightower, and R.H. have: altenipied to snake “chnihettion = with the platform upon which the King stood. 

Lord Kitchener - —* = up : a Kitchener was able to destroy the power of | Crosby, the two last of Crystal, Texas. the Servians, and, on each occasion have | His Majesty in greeting the Duke of Mecklen- 

es baweier “that the ‘Minister of Wat is | the Mahdi in 1898 and pick the chestnuts ; Whilst the unfortunate | and heroic members been renulead with heavy losses. The last | burg stated that it was one of the greatest 
likely to absent himself from his post for some | Out of the fire in South Africa, in the years of the crew of WeBationg weredésparingly | so, ‘was at Ktivolac where they left | events of his life to witness a Zeppelin ar- 

time, and, that during his absence Mr. Asquith | 1901—2, when the Boers were exhausted and striving to save their lives, and when all the many prisoners in the hands of the Bulgars. | Tiving in his capital. The King then entered 

would act in his place. lacking supplies of all kinds, that he can | laws of war and honor made it incumbent Much Booty the airship and Radoslawow remarked laugh- 3 
: Sawinski Convalescent. now work miracles against the mighty forces | upon the English to save them, the British pe a cy ber faken from the | gly that it was a great pleasure to him, 

Sofia, Nov. 9. The Russian Minister Sawinski, | arrayed against the Allies by the Central | Captain William McBride—a name which oer tK a Krusevac and Kragujevatz | 2€f 8° many years, to once more set foot 
who was operated here for appendicitis, and | Powers together with their staunch and po- | must go down to history as representing Servians at Kriljevo, ey in Germany. The Monarch who is a keen 

i i iti : i i —w'th wild excite- | at the last named, four houses quite full <a : s 
who remained on as a private citizen when | werfyl co-fighters Turkey and Bulgaria. Such cowardice and dishonor wth wild excite =f , et deal mechanician made a careful inspection of all 

the war broke out, has recovered sufficiently to | i, the idea of the ordinary Englishman, mi- | ment incited his men with the words, “Kill of ammunition were ai cn oe the works of the Zeppelin, the chief engineer 
: start for home, He was given all honors due | i so:med by his censor muzzled press con- | them all, make no prisoners!” Hie Sener US SOS as ten Me Nussians | siving technical details to which the Monarch 

ao hie’ rank mponydepartite.; 1s” King visited cerning the true situation. He has been told, To Hide his Dishonor. kept the small ee eat thal book paid the greatest attention. The Zeppelin re- 

eee ey Pees ee day after day, that Germany and Austro- Well can one understand that the shame- | — “ ee cae tars ain Gani mained four hours in Sofia and then flew 
Nicosian Case. eing rapidly and by a sure | less and ignoble representative and betrayer | 'S 't 1S Sul ee 12° | away, bound for Temeswar. 

Hangary are being” tapiely 7 s y L I 2800 railroad wa New York, Nov. 8. Apropos of the Nicosian oS 42 English Naval honor and chivalry wrote Belgrad Line alone i waggons pasdbusemed 
. process ofattrition being brought to a condition | of English Naval honoi y : tak 

case in whish the American flag was used for | (+ onoustion, being figuratively, to use a | a letter to Captain Manning of the Nicosian | 274 45 TOCOMID LES WEE TAKEN: = RICH BOOTY. 
the purpose of sinking a German boat by the | ¢ ite expression of the press here, “bled | in which he asked him to take special care | At the taking of Uskub 300 railroad wag- | Sofia, Nov. 9. Enormous booty fell to the 
English gunboat Baralong the World says: “if | 170 = a childslike {al details of what had taken place | o"S were taken and 300 more were captured | Bulgarians in the taking of Nisch including it be true that the Baralong used the American | White”. Such is the almost child-like faith | that no details of what ha p the Tne ok GawhelDemirkapua 48 “an 5 1 

fey protect itself against the submarine, as | of the Briton in “our only General”, as they | should be given either by himself or any of 2 . ane iscliae ainda Yo ec hee a 42 siege guns, 700 railroad waggons, most 

asserted in Washington, it is worse than the | fondly call Kitchener that they look upon | his crew either in Liverpool or on their oe eS iS filled with provisions, ue 100 new loco- 

use of the American flag aboard English | him as a Saviour, a-miracle worker. - return to the United States. But such was OFFICIAL REPORT motives. The Bulgarians ave also captured 

merchantmen, Burns as Chauvinist, the indignation and feeling of disgust of the : two river monitors, one armed with 20 can- 

lf Mr. Burns, who has of late acted as the | Americans at the dastardly deeds they had Staff Head Quarters Nov. 9, 1915. nons, the other with 25. They were presents 

KING PETER IN FLIGHT. Official stimulator of British chauvinism, by | witnessed, that they felt it their duty as men as nee ae - made by the Entente Powers to Servia. 

i i iosi is ipti ips to the front d friends of humanity and civilisation, to jouth of Kraljevo and south of Krusevac _Vienua, Nov. 9. Great is the curiosity his descriptions of his free trips to 1 front | an a ane 4 ¢ ig tae ae al a ts ee WITH FIRM HAND. 

displayed to know what has become of King | at Flanders and the enthusiasm he witnessed tell the world o' t e atrocious, barbarous, Hons. Our troops ore advancing. The heights of | King Constantin wil Stand ne Nonsense 

Peter. When last seen the Servian Monarch | there amongst the English soldiers, had been | dishonorable and inhuman action of Captain Giasis hee eer kee: 5 aa From the Venizelos.inirigders But Will Call 

was at the Parade of the Schumadia division, | able to see the vast masses of sturdy men William McBride, an assassin wearing and Ue hesis of Nedtiae ania bs 50 salons os oe Bue 3 - : 

when His Majesty made an inspection. The | in uniform that abound all over Germany, | disgracing the uniform of His Majesty King out of which ten are of heasy caller: prisoners 7,000. : oe we > in wr a : A = . 

division which had formerly been composed | he could have told his countrymen the truth | George, and disregarding all the laws estab- The army of General Bojadjieft advancing north- lynastic demonstra ions al oo an - a 

of four. regiments has melted down into one. | which is that far from being ‘bled | lished for the conduct of war, making mis— | west of Aleksinac as also westerly and south- King Constantin has let it nown that i 

On the fifth of November the King passed | white” the abundance of fighting material | use of the American flag and behaving as a | westerly from Nisch, along the southern Morava, such intrigues, inspired by Veniselos, con- 

Krusevac and pursued his flight in a South | to be seen in that country—as we | savage instead of a Gentleman and a man | in conjunction with other troops from the south, | tinue, he will proclaim Martial Law, and 

Westerly direction to Kurschumlija. are told by an American Correspondent | of honor. captured Leskovac. impose a military dictatorship-
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is delivered aboard all incomin inental Times s a qeeatel Times years to whom I had taught a little French i ill the Fi who have no near friends or relatives who 

g and outgoing | published an account of the manne h i peter OH ts le 

| ies oo 2 Bo from the United States’... | the Captain and survivors of the gins Ww! 2 ea with her eyé¢s filled with tears of- First of all it appeared necessary to till the can remember. them: on that day. Weeks 

INENTAL TIMES ; w of a | fered me a beautiful bouquet when I left. | field d She : ‘~ | beforehand posters were seen in the stores 

| may be seen at all Consulates and Embassies. German submarine had been deliberately | The poor womas fF i ces Ae ee ae eS ee pee th i 

E il Consula ; ut te aa r *  offthe house filled my | task was attended to at once. The ploughin e cars, telling the people that the 

= The Editor, while always glad to consider es mand of a Captain of | satchel with a full Supply of isi i i ea cee tiers, | OPfertag” was coming. Y i 

ma i md er the name of William McBride: wearmgothe pea eeeely Of | provisions, of the soil was carried on by our soldiers ; ming. Young girls and 

es ee fee ie dances | vai Uniform of His Majesty King — : iy me a box of ctgatsanda mark. It went | right within the range of the enemy’s guns. ladies gladly offered to help and that Monday 

NE eae The Elio Se en ee ae ee the dog, that howled as I left. But | Along the banks of the Dnjestr and the Pruth | yore ta found -<veyGne AGE POR 
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1 if a aneine ke : - | tion of feeling that we were no longer | used to bring in the hi jouses; in every street they were waiting and 

entered into a new and highly interestin ing the conduct of Captain William McBride, ri | oe ee tt : * f prisoners. | ise aheen ca aboolat in every private house they came. The bas- ih 

phase owing to the turn taken in th one was loth to believe that an England : oS ee ore a ket i i 

Campaign following the Serviar —— naval officer could be capable of such From Emil Kerz, of the89th Infantry Compan She ee eee OL ee i he oe a | 

The danger of the situation as rouse the cowardice and such base inhumanity as Prisoner: of War. % | lands is now safely under shelter, and the ane os pee S ee 
! : rF ane . y : ; silver and gold badge | 

Pie shee alleat once dawned anvbnr (he described in that account. However, con- Lazaret in Magdeburg. ot are again being tilled for the com- onions age oes an 6 ee | 

French and English governments, in the firmation is to hand, aud the entire English My dear Parents. ag Byer . these orders signed his matte and ake on | 
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Za H E G RQ FE AT B ATT fe FE O F LO O S the first trench. Then a low line of dun- | left eight to ten thousand of their dead even | they made their counter-attack. They re-took 
* | colored smoke came crawling along, then | in that small section that lay before our | the greater part of the Hohenzollern Work; 

Description by the Correspondent of the “Tageblatt’ of One of the | another bank of gas, some ten minutes | division. they hurled the enemy back across the road 
Most Sensational Engagements of the War. behind the first. Three, four double waves, It was only the fourth and thickest human | at Hulluch. A_ brave Silesian regiment of 
SUPERHUMAN RESISTANCE. —whitish gas and blackish smoke,—drew | wave that succeeded in overrunning our | reserves made an audacious advance, and re- 

Mr. Bernhard Kellermann Describes the Inferno That Destroyed the Face | Slowly across our trenches. Everything was | trenches. Our warrior braves were half- | conquered the gravel-pit. _This counter attack 
of Nature. Wondrous Tenacity of the German Soldiers. blotted from the eye. The men coughed, and | fainting from the effects of the gas, in so | at night was made so ‘swiftly and came so 

= E F : ane fell to the ground. The others stood erect | far as they were not entirely unconscious or | unexpectedly that an English General and 
(Translated with an Introduction by R. L. Orchelle.) with rifles ready—stood as long as they | poisoned. They were exhausted by the | his staff were taken ‘by surprise and made 

‘In the rush of events crowding upon one | seizing the very spirit of a place, a combat | were able to stand. At the same time the ! murderous fight, they were decimated. They | prisoners. The guns rattled and the machine- 

another’s heels, the most prodigious achieve- or an army. For the famous author of | English artillery bombarded our trenches | had used up their ammunition. Their guns | guns pounded until the grey of the morning. 
ments and momentous actions of this war ; “The Tunnel” is more than a reporter or a | with gas-shells. It was only by straining | and their machine-guns had for the greater | Then all was still.” 

soon recede into the background. It will be | correspondent. He is a creative artist of | every nerve and muscle that our men were | part become quite useless, The Britishers “A large number of prisoners had fallen 

the duty of the historian and the military | genius. As such it is not only a pleasure | able to remain at their posts. There was no | came rushing into the weakly- manned | into our hands during the night. Through 
expert to recover, arrange and estimate these | to read him in that terse and electric Ger- | illusion; both the officers and the men knew | trenches. Here and there the defenders | them we were able to obtain some idea of 
events according to their importance as facts | man which he writes, but a distinct pleasure | what was about to happe. It was now | fought until they dropped with exhaustion | the tremendous numerical superiority we had 

eS and as factors. Among these the autumn | to translate him; however inadequately : close upon eight o’clock.| or fell dead. Even the enemy has not | been called upon to face. The attack had 
2 offensive of the Allies along the entire long- “To-day the panorama of this battle of The machine-guns spat into the swelling | ventured to deny them_the recognition that | been prepared with the greatest possible 

stretching western battleline must occupy an | Loos appears clear and without a gap. Fame | and flowing banks of gas, seeking the in- | is due their valor. care—as was to be seen from the papers 

important place. In view of its failure how- | has emblazoned the standards of the valiant | visible foe. Our artillery laid a barricade of Yes, it had come ,to pass. The English | found upon the prisoners and the dead. 
ever, the historians of the Allies will no | divisions. It would prove futile to twine | fire jin front of our positions in order to | had succeeded in piercing the first line. The tiniest details of the landscape had been 

doubt do their utmost to minimize its | laurels about the brows of those that died | bar his advance. The gas and the smoke lay so thick that | set down in the maps—stretches of swampy 
significance in the scheme of things. Beyond | or of those that lived: the naked facts, the The English Onslaught. no soul could obtain a real view of the | ground, ditches and so on.) Even the 

a small gain the offensive which was to | simple and unadorned facts, are alone suf- Suddenly the English popped up behind | situation. It was a battle in the mist. thickness of the walls of certain houses was 

produce such wonderful positiveresults accord- | ficient to laud their heroism. the fourth bank of ga$—arrayed in close In dense lines the English came flooding | indicated, so that their gunners would be 

: ing to the French and English proclamations, A Hail of Shells. formations and storming columns. They | into the trenches. The guns that stood in | able to tell what calibres to use in order to. aa 
7 produced merely negative ones. “Every twenty-four hours 70,000 shells | seemed to mount out of ‘he earth: smoke- | this particular section were overwhelmed. | batter them down. These little accuracies 

Incredible Endurance. hailed down upon the section at Loos,— | masks covered their faces: they looked like | The gunners fought until the last moment. | of course, are nothing particularly wonderful 

What is chiefly of note and moment in | 70,000—for four entire days,—from the 21st | devils and not like soldiers. Twenty paces | Not one of the gallant fellows came back. | on the enemy’s part, considering that itis his 

this event is the almost incredible endurance | of September until the 25th. That is to say | off, ten paces off, they came plunging out | They fell; they were captured. That is the | country we are fighting in. 
of the German troops under conditions such | about one shell every second. And the | of the smoke. And there were no longer | simple truth of it and nothing can alter the On this forenoon of the 26th, the 
as human flesh and blood had never before | shells were of all calibres up to the 38.5 | any wire entanglements to hold them back.... | simple truth. English continued their attempts to break 

been called upon to withstand. All the heroic | centimetres of the heaviest naval guns. The No tidings had reached the fighting-post The English pressed forward for a | through—attempts begun the day before with : 
defenses of history, all the great deeds of | well-built trenches were shot into mere | of the division after 7 o’clock. The telephone | distance of 500 to 2000 yards. But they got | great courage and at a terrible sacrifice, z 
gallant resistance that have passed from | troughs of sand, the barbed-wire entangle- | wires had been shot to pieces. The com- | no further. There where our second line of “New” Tactics, 
generation unto generation, pale and dwindie | ments were torn to shreds, flew into the air | munications had to be kept up by despatch- | trenches lay and the fog was less thick, our They made the essay with absolutely new 

' into insignificance in the light of this vast | and vanistied. Everything that lay or grew | riders, motors and special officers. These | reserves bid them halt. And in spite of | absolutely antiquated tactics—tactics which 
and miraculous stand by that unbreakable | before or behind the trenches, ~ bushes, trees, | were bad hours and terrible. Our neigh- | their vast superiority in numbers, the English | are no longer recognized in this war. 
wall of German braves that curves like a | blades of grass—everything disappeared from | boring division also reported a gas attack. | were even driven back at various points. © It was something really unheard of! Our 
bastion of steel from Ostend down to | sight—the naked earth came forth. For four | The Britishers had overrun their _first- It had grown to be afternoon. The battle | staff-officers stood and regarded it—their 

: Switzerland. Never before had men been | whole days the men who were not torn to | trenches—they declared. The smell of the | began to diminish in ferocity. Hand-to-hand | mouths open in astonishment. It was ob- 
subjected to so long and intolerable a fre, | pieces by splinters from shells were forced | gas was painfully noticeable. Even where | struggles and fights with hand-grenades | served, shortly before noon, that the English 
never before were such enormous avalanches | to endure this fire—and then fight. The | the positions of the staffs were established | closed the 25th of September. were advancing toward our positions in ; 
of soldiers flung forward upon a line of | mere gas of the shells induced nausea and | behind the lines the gas was so thick that German Positions Pressed In. dense masses, eight lines deep in echelon— 
trenches, never were all the terrible resources | caused them to faint. one could scarcely see a distance of ten We were now able to gaina clear idea of the | from Loos. A hail of shells that churned 
that Science places at the disposal of War “Following upon the terrible whirlwind | yards. Rumors went whispering through | situation. Our positions had been pressed | up the ground was supposed to smooth the 
used for so {long a time nor on so vast | bombardment of several days, the night of | the air; despatches came flying in. The | in in the shape of a flat curve. Loos, that way for the storming-columns. At the same 
a scale, as in this autumn offensive | the 24th had passed quietly into the morning | reports became clearer and more definite. | little mining town, had been taken by the | time, to the east of Loos, (ihere is a bit of 
of General Joffre and General French. For | of the 25th. Then, at 6.30, there was a| The English had succeeded in carrying the | enemy. It lay in about the centre of the | rising ground there scarcely noticeable as you 
three whole days, without a single second’s | signal, and a hellish “drumming-fire’ was | first line of trenches of our division under | curve and formed the most advanced point. | drive over it in a wagon, called Hill 70) we 

; pause; the entire area of the German lines | opened on the German lines. And this | the cover of their hindmost gas-wave. It | South of Loos our troops had withstood the | saw English artillery come riding up—quite 
was covered with a blizzard of projectiles of | raged without pause, without interruption, | had really come to pass, attack in front of the workmen’s colony of | open—in the broad of day—under the naked 
all sorts. And yet when the enemy stormed | until close upon 8 o'clock. Shortly after Yes, it bad come to pass, but they had | Saint-Pierre. They lay there like a lock that | heavens! These batteries carried bridge 
across the tormented, up-rooted ground, the | 7 o’clock, a peculiar hissing sound had | paid for it with terrible losses. As the first | barred the way to Lens. To the north of | materials with them for the crossing of 3 
Germans rose out of it like spectres from | become noticeable along the English | line of the storming columms, with the smoke- | Loos the English had reached the road from | trenches and natural obstacles. The English 
their graves, and with the exception of one | trenches. It was heard even above the | masks hiding their a rushed out of | Lens to La Bassée; they had advanced as | general we caught describes this action as 
or two gaps, not only held the lines, but | shells It was the hissing of the gas as it | the smoke as though sudde, ly emerging from | far as the industrial village of Hulluch. | one that was especially “sporting”. There 
repulsed the overwhelming hordes of the | streamed out of the containers. the ground—they were instantly blown away | There the line bent backward once more; | can be no doubt about its dashing quality 

: enemy with terrible losses, and even made Whitish banks of fog began to creep | like so much dust. The} second wave of | toward the northwest and past mine 8. They | But there was more to come. In the distance, 
. counter-attacks!. nearer and nearer. The landscape here is | men came flooding on. Bille, machine-guns, held the gravel-pit in this district, and the | on the level plain, one or two English if 

7% But let the story be told by that most | flat. There are fields and meadows and the | hand-grenades hurled theth to the ground. | larger part of the intrenchments south of | cavalry regiments were visible—Dragoons of 
| brilliant of ail war correspondents, Bernhard | mist lies upon them during this season, | The hand grenades sata mine 8 which is known as the Hohenzollern | the Guard. eet 
2 Kellermann. There may be correspondents | both at morning and at evening. And so | tore great open gaps in the hostile charging | Work. Eight lines of infantry? Artillery driving 

who sprinkle their reports more thickly than | it happened that our men at first took this | columns. A single grenade would dash six Our division did not hesitate! : across the open? Cavalry in the background ? 
: he does with names of places or of persons, | on-creeping, low-lying rank of pallid vapor | to eight men toearth. The dead and the heavily- That very night, the night of September | It was really unbelievable! It was the plan of : 

with dates or with figures, but there is no | for the usual mist. But its real nature soon | wounded lay like a wali before our lines. 25—26th, after they had scarcely recovered | a veritable pitched battle from a forgotten 
correspondent who is capable of giving more | became evident. “Gas attack! On with the | And so the second wave collapsed, and the | their breath and were still coated with dust | age, the masterly idea of a senile brain which, 
vivid and realistic pictures of the war, or of / gas-masks!” The bank of fog rolled across ' same fate overtook jhe tia The British “ and blood from the hot battles of the day, (Continued on Page 4) pees Se ae er ee ee eee is a ee 

: TH E WA R O N E N E M Y WO R DS | precisely the same meaning or shade of i a terse, good term and a vital — like the | such artificial distinctions and even barriers 
: meaning, i | thing of which it is the symbol. to persist. It is a tendency as reactionary 

; The Purists and the Patriots. The Roman and the Gothic. It would be regrettable were a mere Police | It is certain that with the ascendancy of | as the stupid adherence of England and 
By BL. Orchell Commission to determine such an important | German prestige during and after the war, | America to the old systems of weights and 
fo Eee RGU and delicate question as this. 1 have | the Germans will not only rid themselves | measures, instead of introducing the simple 

In. no country has the war reacted so | German Kultur to the English-speaking world, | observed that even words of direct Latin | of a certain provincial and often snobbish | and scientific metric system — a change 
strongly upon the mind and soul of the | and who is convinced that its achievements | and Greek derivation have been included in worship of things foreign, but that they | which would, “of course, entail much more’ 
people as in Germany. As one may bind | and its ideals répresent the most perfect form | the list of the coo The substitutes | themselves will be regarded as leaders in | inconvenience than mere alteration of printer’s | 
the terrific forces of electricity {o useful | for the progress of an imperfect humanity, | proposed are in. many cases, cumbrous, ugly | something else besides music and militarism. | types. Other Germanic languages — such 

_ tasks and purposes, so the titantic energies | I may perhaps be permitted to express an | in sound and artificial in construction — | London, for instance, has long been | as Swedish, Dutch and Danish are printed 
loosed by war, energies as profound as they | opinion upon one question which is now | lifeless parvenus (1 could not say “Geld- | acclaimed as the centre for men’s fashions. | in the Roman, jand though more outlandish 
are exalted, have been diverted into many | occupying German scholars and German | protze”) in the ancient and aristocratic | Yet it may easily be demonstrated that | tongues, strike the foreign eye with a far 
channels by this amazing nation. With that | patriots. This is the question of foreign community of words. Fer words are living | more tasteful, more elegant and more | less outlandish look than German when : 
peculiar clairvoyance or inspiration which | words and the use of the Gothic alphabet | things. They are organisms, they have souls, | luxurious wear for men may be found | printed in the black letter. The mediaeval 4 
great danger brings to the human | instead of the Roman. form, color, . perfume, they have a history. | today in the shops of Berlin than in| type may be used for decorative purposes, 

: soul, the Germans have made this a period | With the intensification of the feeling of | To spell them in a different manner, cr to | those of London. ; for patriotic, historical or ecclesiastical purpo- 
of stern self-questioning and reform. This nationality which the war has brought, it | Germanize them unnecessarily is to deprive For some years there has been a movement | ses or for distinctively German monuments. 
has gone so far that even those character- | was inevitable that the various belligerents | them of their family-tree, their individuality, | under way in Germany to replace the old | For such purposes it has its use, its associa- 

f istics which are based upon the national | should regard the very language of their | their character, It is mot a matter of no | Black Letter type wlth the Roman. Many | tions and its beauty. But its monkish dress 
: soul or find their expression in the emotions, | enemies as something hateful and pernicious. | importance, as when Mr. Eltzbacher, one of | books and a great number of periodicals | is out of place in the forum of the modern 

_ have been brought under this influetce. There was the conversion of Petersburg | the proprietors of the scurrilous “Daily | are now printed in Roman — the universal | world. It is indeed strange that the most 
“We have unlearnt our sentimentality,” | into “Petrograd,” the alteration of various | Express”, which has neither character nor | letter of the modern world. But sentiment, | modern of all nations should still communi- 

‘| said the German Chancellor, and in the | wicked German street names in England to | individuality, converts himself into the strange | national pride and archaic pedantry have | cate its thoughts in the type which Gutten- 
words of this statesman speak the disillusion | harmless Anglo-Saxon ones, and other signs | hybrid, Mr, “Ellis Barker.” waged a stout battle for the retention of the | berg used. Albrecht Diirer, that master of true : 
and the disdain which fill the hearts of | of a mistaken and perverted patriotism. But It is in my opinion futile to attempt | Black Letter or Gothic. Nearly all German | German art. made use of the chaste beauty 

' millions of his countrymen. There is no | the French and the English had not in- | to replace such anigeeeewbrds as “hotel” | newspapers are still printed in this type. It is in | of the Roman as well as the bizarre Gothic. - 
j doubt that in so closely-knit an organism as | corporated into their vocabularies so many | or “motor”, “dynamo”? or “auto” by words | my opinion and from the point of view of Another reform which might well be 
) the German state these thoughts and influences | German words as the Germans with their | that are artificially constructed into some- | all who which to see the real Germany | accomplished in German concerns the. habit © Ae Seema 

: of the national soul or its spokesmen havea | usual universality had adopted French and | thing “purely German.” It is only when | interpreted to the world, a great mistake. | of building up compound words. This is 
profound effect upon the individual. The | English words, just as they had adopted | the enemy word is a base intruder, a pre- | Nothing so bars the foreigner from taking | often carried to a grotesque degree. There 

- sentimentality, the trusting nature of the | certain features of the civilization of these | tender, a snob or a petted sycophant, keeping | up the study of German, as the difficulty | is no valid reason why “strasse” should al- 
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comes into play. He resolves that in the | the language. It is not so much a war of | be made. I repeat, it is a task not for po- | have had an excellent training in the German anleihezeichnungen” should not be written in 
future these amiable weaknesses of his shall patriotic bigotry, though this too may in | licemen but for poets. { language; yet to this day I dread the receipt | two words, or “Soldatenweihnachtskisten” 
not again add to his enemies’ strength and | some instances be apparent, when the purist German words, and nearly all of them | of a German letter when written in the old- | in three. Jf the silent “h’” in such words 
advantage: Thus the soul of an entire nation | becomes the zealot—but rather a war for | noble words, have been incorporated into | fashioned “cursiv’. The Gothic text is trying | as “Tiir” can be dropped there is no reason 
may be reshaped in the fierce crucible of war. | the purily of the tongue. It reminds one | English. Shortly before the war Lord | to the eye, and many foreigners find a great | why other reforms which in no way violate 
Might one not speak to-day of the “patient” | of the battles for spelling reform in our | Haldane was seeking {fo explain to his | difficulty in distinguishing between the long | the genius of this fertile and opulent language, 
French and the “fanatic” English? The | own language. It is to be hoped, however, | countrymen the significance of the word | “j’ and the “f”, the capital “@” and the | should not be made. It concerns a change 
leopard may not be able to change his | that only the poet, the scholar and the expert | “Sittlichkeit” and the ‘precious German | capital “G.’’ The stranger anxious to ac- | of habit rather than of kind;—the essentials 
spots. But the eagle, the bear and the lion | will decide which words are to remain in | quality it represented. For some weeks the | quaint himself with the magnificent and | remain. 5 j 
may assume new colors, and those mysterious | the German language and which are to be | English press rioted im humorous and | inspiring treasures of German literature and This war has proved how little the German 
laws that govern the survival of the fittest | eliminated. Just as there are French, Italian, | ignorant allusions to “Sittlichkeit,” as it is | German thought is compelled not only to | spirit and the German people are understood 3 
will see to it that the proper protective color- | and English elements in the German | now rioting in venomous but no less | learn an entire new and complicated idiom | abroad. A vast and scientific labor of ; | 
ing is given. population, so it is inexpedient and unwise | ignorant allusions to German “Kultur’-which | but new media and symbols of expression. enlightenment as to the real character of 

: What distinguishes the German from his | in our cosmopolitan day with all its threads | it persists in confounding with the English | The soul and spirit of modern Germany do | Germany must be undertaken after the war. : 
enemies is that the German is conscious of | and channels of international communication, | word “culture.” “Kultur” has, no doubt. | not dwell in the antiquated letter-press of the | It is extremely important not only that the 
these forces and processes and is able to | —onily temporarily interrupted—to apply the | come to stay, and will emerge stainless after | 15th century. The spirit of Shakespeare | German language should go to the foreigner, 
analyze and direct them. Those who are | law of Procrustes to the alien words once | its English mud-bath, into the community | would be more difficult to discover in the | but that the foreigner should come to the 
attentive students of this pregnant and | welcomed into the German language. It is | of English words, or at least dictionaries. | old Black Letter of the first folios than in | German language, the portal to German 
significant German civilization find an | only when the German tongue which is | But it is not likely that “Sitilichkeit,” which | the latest linotype text. The Roman text is | thought. The timid, admiring neutral, as 
absorbing interest in the spectacle that is | extraordinarily rich, flexible and plastic, is | so aroused the admiration and the yearning | now accepted as the common typographical | well as the sullen and curious enemy are 
taking place before our eyes—the trans- | able to supply a word equally true, vital and | of Lord Haldane, will become familiar to | medium by the more advanced nations of | creatures of conservative habits, and will 
valuation of the intellectual and moral values | expressive that the change should be made. | his countrymen, either as a word or as | today — a universal visual code. more readily come to the familiar interna- 
of an entire people. Many of these words have been incorporated | a virtue. The American mewspapers have to It is an anomaly that Germany, which has | tional “hotel” and all it suggests than to 

As one who has for a number of years | into German because there was no exact | a large exent adopted the German term | shown its splendid capacity for leadership | the truly Teutonic “Gasthaus’ — which not | 
attempted to interpret the German spirit and equivalent in that tongue; or none that gave ! “U boat” in place of “submarines.” It is | in the march of civilization, ‘should allow | only suggests but is something quite different. 
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